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MAX 57

A new, longer Clay Brick that's big on beneﬁts and style
In response to industry demand and design trends, Shaw Brick has developed a new, longer
brick called MAX 57. At 257 mm in length, this brick is about 25% longer than our usual 190 mm
clay bricks. It has a more linear look on the wall and installs faster, coursing out with less cutting
and labour cost.
Produced with our Tapestry ﬁnish, that sleek new brick is a perfect look for some of the cool new
neutral colour ranges MAX 57 comes in - like Port Morien, Cape Smokey, White Point and
Platinum. Equally so, it's giving some of our older colour ranges new life, like Red and Red
Flashed.
Get MAX 57 in any number of Shaw Brick colours
But, in reality, what MAX 57 really represents, is your opportunity to order almost any colour
range of our Clay Brick in the new MAX 57 size. The pros at one of our Shaw Retail Centres can
ﬁll you in on this exciting option.
Our latest innovation in Clay Brick
MAX 57 is just one of the latest innovations our research and development team has been up to.
And, because we've been making high-quality bricks since 1861, there have been many
innovations along the way.
Manufactured right here in Atlantic Canada, Clay Brick from Shaw Brick has been a timeless
staple of the construction industry for over 150 years. And, Shaw's Clay Brick is just as desirable
now as it was a century and a half ago, thanks to our continuous innovations in product design
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and quality.
Download the MAX 57 product info sheet here for more info.
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